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Nowhere Better Than This Place  
Skye Gilkerson  
Webb School of Knoxville  
October 1 – November 3, 2017

In early November, after driving through the ex-
pansive grounds at the Webb School of Knoxville and 
being escorted through campus by a hospitable guide, 
Kathy, I walked into a commonplace institutional room 
exhibiting the artworks of Skye Gilkerson; Webb’s 
artist in residence for the fall of 2017. Over the course 
of this fall, there has been an onslaught of fires in the 
west, floods in the south, mass shootings, violent 
politics — and it feels like tectonic plates are moving 
around us. It is difficult to pull back and transmute the 
critical present but Gilkerson’s work addresses these 
shifts by doubling down and considering the implica-
tions of the scales of time.

The show, Nowhere Better Than This Place, that 
exhibited for the month of October was grouped into 
three series of works: first, starting on the left, there 
were three Rorschach looking drawings on newsprint. 
Each piece is the culmination of burning a month’s 
worth of The New York Times, making the ash into ink, 
and then creating a folded ink-blot drawing on blank 
newsprint. Gilkerson explains in a description card 
next to the work, that she is “interested in conflating 
human experiences as represented in daily newspaper 
stories with natural cycles like changing seasons, the 
rotation of our planet around the sun, and, in this case, 
the phases of the moon.” By employing a historical use 
of psychological evaluation, Gilkerson explains that she 
used the Rorschach ink-blot method because according 
to theory “each viewer interprets the shapes based on 
their own psychology.” It is a refreshing to address that 
there is much about the news that we are reluctant 
and unable to describe. It is a reminder of the infinite 
reactions possible as well as the futility of assuming 
that there are innate reactions.

The second series of works are unfolded covers 
of The New York Times, issued while Gilkerson was 
a resident artist at Webb, with silver leaf covering or 
redacting all of the text. Six of the newspapers were 
on the right side of the room and the seventh was on 
the narrow back wall. The seventh one differs from 
the others, in that the silver leaf obscures the text 
but leaves four clock faces visible - emphasizing that 
what Gilkerson in concerned with is not the constantly 
changing information or text on the newspapers 
but their relationship with time (and the symbolism 
imbued in these frameworks). Gilkerson describes, 
in the wall text adjacent to the work, her experience 
of being inspired by the use of Medieval manuscripts 
and paintings that use silver and gold leaf to repre-
sent heavenly space. At a distance, the newspapers 
are structures that look like a blueprint for a stable 
building. But up close, the grid of the newspaper and 
the grid of the silver leaf are shifting the foreground 
and ground, diffusing the factual information with 
spiritual information. Viewing these mundane tools 
(newspapers) transformed into “Becoming at once 
ageless and hidden, the page now quietly reflects the 
world around it with a mirrored surface. Silver leaf 
both masks and memorializes the words beneath. 
The specific details of daily events move toward ab-
stracted space, conflating the everyday with cosmic…” 
Gilkerson explains. In this series, she offers us an op-
portunity to consider her theory of newspapers being 
inert “containers for human narrative.”

The third series of works are objects that sat on 
a low pedestal underneath a single large window. 
Leaves (one painted silver), acorns, pocket-sized 
earthen colored watercolor sketches, slivers of brick 
and rusted metal, a local newspaper from 1949, and a 
small piece of pink clay with the imprints of acorn tops 
- are the elements collected on walks that Gilkerson 
took at Webb, alone and with students. Showing her 
relationship to her environments are though the study 

and practice of noticing the associations between the 
common and the vast.

In addition, after visiting the exhibition, I learned 
of a fourth piece that was unfortunately absent when 
I attended - a video that was meant to be faintly pro-
jected. In the video, the camera is looking down upon 
newspapers (used in the Rorschach drawings) being 
burned in a cylindrical bin at night. I watched the video 
on a screen following my visit and by squinting my 
eyes, the barrel of burning embers transformed into 
the moon with clouds moving quickly by. The shifting 
of perspectives between the artist gaze downward at 
the barrel fire and my imagination of gazing upward 
to the cosmos is a large shift in subject but the same 
formal composition. This rotation of the head, up and 
down, happens in one’s mind. The symbolic delineation 
of subjects creates a tingly, sensory experience not 
because of the optical trickery but because of the 
resulting pondering of my body’s ability to feel the 
difference between the time it takes to burn paper versus 
the moon rotating around us. Followed by, a feeling of 
surprise that I do not consider the moon as a marker 
of time as often as I do the daily newspaper. The 
moon is old and enduring and the changes that will 
occur in its lifetime are monumental compared to mine. 

Nowhere Better Than This Place created a place for 
viewers to consider the tools we use to evaluate time: 
newspapers, clocks, burning, astrological events. But 
the work conflates time: a month’s worth of news 
transcribed into a single cycle of the moon, language 
into abstraction, fact into interpretation, and fire into 
destruction as well as renewal. Gilkerson is concerned 
with the pivoting between perspectives, a shifting and 
pondering that consoles our lamentations of change. 
Newspapers distribute information that feels to 
require action and Gilkerson responds with a further 
beguiling that consoles.

Art Faculty Exhibition
Cress Gallery
The University of Tennessee 
Chattanooga, TN
August 23 – September 15, 2017

Walking through University of Tennessee at Chat-
tanooga’s Cress Gallery with the Art Faculty Exhibi-
tion gave me a chance to reflect on the diaspora of 
group shows and the work of art educators that move 
through the large university systems. Nothing can be 
added up in such a show and there are no endpoints. 
I took it as a chance to explore statements that don’t 
relate and ideas that don’t coexist. 

Shows like this happen anywhere there is a university 
that houses an art department. The history of art and 
pedagogy is long. Teaching is one way artists have 
extended their objects into the world, where the aes-
thetic becomes an ethic. Pedagogical relations in the 
classroom come to embody the spirit of an art form 
and the classroom can become a site of material and 
social experimentation a la Joseph Beuys. But uni-
versities are also sites of capitulation; a place where 
artists survive by sequestering themselves, posturing, 
and conforming to system that often disempowers 
students by breaking them of their naturally occurring 
creative impulses and taxing them with heavy debts. 
The university is a site of these competing impulses. 
You can see it creeping around in the margins of their 
faculty shows. Have the artists lost their edge? Can 
we still feel the unaccountable thrum of wildness, and 
nonconformity in these the most complicit of halls?  

I look for a breaching, a risking or unreadable act, 
as I bump from object to object, from one statement 
to the next. Art departments everywhere don’t know 
what they want to be, and this is probably the mental 
space they need to be in. The arts are unteachable, 
slippery, not themselves. I ask myself, is an artist a 
crafter and technician or an explorer and skeptic, a 
hybrid thinker and an outsider? 

Molly Barns makes work from quilts. She says in 
her statement that she deals with daily experiences, 
daily domestic labor. Her pieces are small gold leafed 
quilts. The gold is peeling off the fabric in places. They 
look heavy and shine with the yellow and deep browns 
of an Egyptian relief. A small perversion, an object out 
of place, homeless, unusable. To elevate the things of 
daily life, quilting with all its gendered and class cultural 
associations is to both smirk at the ancient gold of kings 
and to co opt their power through association. 

I almost stumble into a pile of stones with embroidered 
badges. Part of Katie Hargrave’s socially engaged  
(enraged?) work; works that seek not to be themselves 
but part of a network of social relations, inserting ironies, 
slogans, and messages into familiar signs. 

On the wall are irregularly shaped paper paintings 
with fuzzy edges and surfaces that come from tearing 
and decollage; abstract images that come from a 
weaving of strips to create an architectural geometry 
found inside the process of taking away and building 
up. I note the names Astri Snodgrass has given these 
wordless weavings, “Stand-in for an Heirloom”, 

“Weather-worn”, “Chip in the glass.” Developed out of 
a practice that seems designed to quiet the maker and 
remove her own sensibilities. Architecture, structure, 
the pleasure and creative potential in destruction. 

Mark Bradley-Shoup paints familiar images, buildings 
and structures torn apart and imploded by floods, 
hurricanes, tornadoes, war, urban renovation, bombs, 
unknown forces, perhaps by emotional hazards run 
amuck. But here they are painted like small, deadpan 
signs, converted into logos, giving the unstable content 
precise graphic clarity, playing off the tension in paint-
ing between the hand made mark and the flat sign. 

Heath Schultz has a video of white men singing 
Robert Johnson’s “Hellhound on My Trail”; the clips 
cut short or made silent so that the viewer can’t take 
pleasure or get caught by the music. A series of texts 
appear below the players describing the white ap-
propriation of black culture. A meaty subject; morally 
correct but aesthetically thin in it’s over prescribed 
reading. I am left wondering about the pleasure in mi-
mesis, the need to get close to your object, to embody 
it, to connect with the emotions Robert Johnson poured 
into the music. But also the point where meaning is 
hollowed out and a song about religious terror and 
racial horror becomes merely formulaic, sapped of its 
original power. 

Trumpets and horns cast into chalk white plaster 
rectangles, their conical ends opening a yawning 
chasm down into the flat geometry. A metal cave,  
a mausoleum for dead sounds, a hollow in a density. 
Spatially they dip into a void; historically they tease 
a modernist form with cultural associations, with 
bodily associations, with an idea of sound and sound 
stilled; they insist on the uselessness of art by making 
instruments literally silent. This is “Shape Note” by 
Mike Calaway Fagan. Fagan has another piece in the 

show called “First and Last and Midst and Without 
End,” three ginseng roots cast in bronze paired with a 
collection of kidney stones, fragile, white pebbles. The 
two sets of objects are irregular, organic and unac-
countable in their forms, one with cracks and crevice, 
the other with gnarled protrusions, fracture and over-
growth. The stone to pass through the urethra; the 
ginseng to repair, heal, increase sex drive. A study of 
forms, and a sly pointing back to the multiple capacities  
of the penis, the weakness of the body, and the odd-
ness of nature.  

A changing video installation by THLTILDBB (pro-
nounced The little Debbie), a collaboration between 
Ron Buffington and Matt Greenwell is made from 
short video clips and sound bites, just underneath the 
time allowed for legal copyright violation. In a small, 
isolated room in the gallery is a stack of video moni-
tors of varying sizes and resolutions. When I saw the 
show it was on the short clip of a rotating diamond, 
I assumed taken from one of those late night info-
mercials showcasing jewelry and trinkets of all kinds. 
Taken out of context, the diamond became a cosmic 
marvel, it’s prismatic reflection bending the light into 
blue purple pink. The sound was atmospheric, electric, 
a bit grating. Their decision to constantly change 
the piece makes the work a sort of performance. I’m 
reminded about something Josef Albers, artist and 
professor of Black Mountain College, said, “There is 
no final solution in form…form demands unending 
performance…”

There is always more and less to art. I skipped 
over worthy objects. The show also included work by 
Phillip Andrew Lewis, Andrew O’Brien, Ray Padron, 
Aggie Toppins, Gavin Townsend, Christina Vogel, Ted 
Ross, and Steven Sewell.

Skye Gilkerson, installation view of artifacts collection, 2017, size variable, found materials and mixed 
mediums. Image by the author.

Matt Greenwell and Ron Buffington, THLTILDBB, multimedia  
installation. Image by Cress Gallery.Skye Gilkerson, detail of Equinox, 2017, 29 1⁄2 by 23 1⁄2 inches, newsprint and silver leaf. Image by the artist.

Astri Snodgrass, Split Screen, 2017, Ink and cyanotype on Rives BFK
22” x 15”. Courtesy of the by artist.

Matt Christy is a multidisciplinary artist based in Nashville, TN. MaryAnne Carey is an artist living and working in Knoxville, TN.  


